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Cities and markets transform to conform to shifts in global standards. These
regulations seek to be part of a bigger, concerted effort to address resource
limitations and climate change. This article will look at how “Sustainability
Transition” unfolds to respond to the confinements and capabilities observed in
case study countries. More specifically, this work looks at the sustainability
transitions in two countries, namely the Philippines and Singapore. The research
question guiding this analysis is: To what extent local contexts and practices
could support sustainability transitions in Southeast Asia?

Sustainability transition is the process where challenging transitions and the
fundamentals leading to change occur in cities and countries (Kivimaa et al.,
2021). Transitions are not only mere chance, but exhibit measurements of
analysis, distinguish different phases or stages and describe temporal scales
(Fischer-Kowalski, 2011). Additionally, this process is a “long-term, multidimensional, and fundamental transformation process through which established
socio-technical systems shift to more sustainable modes of production and
consumption (Markard et al., 2012).” As a response to the curbing factors of
development to meet global needs, sustainability transition is profound to the
specificity and complexity of the local landscape. Sustainability transitions can be
emphasized through a multi-level perspective approach (Kemp et al., 1998). This
has three interacting elements – landscape (external environment), regime
(elements shaping patterns in socio-technical system), and niche (space where
novelties arise). Figure 1 shows the multi-level perspective elements presented in
the case studies.
Figure 1. Presentation of the multi-level perspective elements discussed
in Singapore and the Philippines

Food systems in Singapore and the Philippines
Being a country with limited territory size (approx. 719 sq. km) and natural

resources, Singapore’s approach to utilizing resources and supplying high-quality
food for its 5.9 million people is worth learning from. The technological
innovations applied to the food systems of Singapore present a bunch of advanced
techniques (Mok, et al., 2020) that transformed the industry, such as the
expansion of vertical and rooftop farms and deployment of aquaponics systems,
conversion of food by-products into yeasts cultivation, the introduction of new
ingredients to food and beverage, improvement of safety and shelf life of food,
production of biodegradable food packaging, research on alternative protein
sources for food such as insect farming and cultivation of meat and microalgae.
Waste-to-energy systems to deal with food wastes (Teng et al., 2019) are adopted
for a sustainable and circular model approach.
Citizens themselves have begun harnessing the value of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) to create a collaborative food supply system
(Rut & Davies, 2018). The niche projects produced through this tool – Social
Enterprise and the Collective – have provided alternatives for food production.
The projects demonstrate the diverse contributions of conscious individuals to
food sharing, food growing, community farms and gardens, and food waste reuse
and distribution, among others. The construction of new ideas and activities for
the public good stemmed from the individual values of these actors who aim to
create a more radical system. To incline the system more into the sustainability
dimensions and combat unsustainable consumption, the sharing economy must be
recognized as a working framework and not just a mere alternative (Roxas, 2016).
Moreover, it is important to note that the Philippines is classified as one of the
most vulnerable countries to climate change. Agriculture, the main source of food,
has been heavily affected by disasters over the years.
Farmers in the Philippines use more resilient crops that can withstand heavy
typhoons and storms, to ensure a sustainable crop production system, such as
sweet potatoes and the primary crop, rice (Baruah & Mohanty, 2020). Policies
need to consider responsive mechanisms that will help farmers access new
varieties of good quality seeds through efficient seed production and distribution
systems, and also guarantee income. Through the country’s national organic
agriculture policy, poverty is at the core of the problems causing environmental
issues, which could be solved through economic growth and thereby leading to
mitigation of these challenges (Suh, 2015). However, not much has been
implemented yet. Relatively few programs have been done to support community-

based organic farming and other activities that could make use of the country’s
potential.
Energy systems in Singapore and the Philippines
Singapore is considering various aspects of shifting to renewable energy supplies
from fossil fuels-based electricity sources. Among the existing waste-to-energy
practices in Singapore is the use of biogas. This energy alternative would achieve
the biggest environmental benefits for the country (Quek, et al., 2018). Tong et al.
(2018) also concluded that the energy recovery of food wastes and brown water,
which produce biogas, pose positive potential for the environment, without a
large land area needed. The appropriateness of biogas in Singapore is also
backed-up by Heng (2017) by presenting the first poultry farm which generates
biogas for its own energy needs. Waste products such as chicken manure and
used water are recycled for other farm needs or being treated for biogas
production. This enables the farm to be self-sufficient and sustainable.
In reviewing renewable energy sources that could potentially work in the
Philippines, one also needs to look at the poverty situation and status gaps in the
country. There could be opportunities for optimizing greater returns to
communities while responding to the telling realities of the people. One example
of an initiative that pioneers a way how to incorporate social benefits is the Green
Island project in Palawan, Philippines (Roxas & Santiago, 2016). It is a hybrid
powerplant established by a public-private partnership. The device is composed of
a biomass gasifier that runs an ice machine and a water desalination system, with
a wind turbine and solar panel array. The powerplant provides uninterrupted
power supply to communities at a lesser cost. The ice machine sells ice to
fisherfolks, preserving catch before they bring it into markets. The desalination
system brings affordable, fresh water to the residents. Whilst addressing the lack
of electricity in the community, the Green Island project also delivers better
livelihood and health impacts to the locals. This meets the sustainability standards
that the country attempts to achieve. Nevertheless, a big part of the country still
relies on fossil fuels. The utilization of coal is widespread because it is cheaper
and more stable in supplying energy (Marquardt & Delina, 2019), even with the
concerns of negative health and environmental impacts. The widespread
understanding remains that renewable energy sources will only cost higher than
the already existing source.

Conclusion and policy recommendations
Sustainability transition is such a complex case, considering how systems change
in extraordinary, sometimes turbulent, ways. Science and society must study the
socio-political narratives surrounding a given country to grasp the complexity of
the dominant realities and contexts interacting in the grid (Wieczorek, 2018). For
Singapore and the Philippines, the landscape and processes are unique. Actors
involved in transition-related activities also vary. Both countries have historical
economic and environmental narratives. The rate at which Singapore and the
Philippines progress and evolve to meet economic demands and global
sustainability standards is a difficult subject, with restricting comparative
analyses criteria. When dealing with issues in the Philippines, it is certainly
difficult to avoid the dimensions of poverty as this certain topic extends across
varying sectors. Likewise, even if Singapore has the financial competence to
implement technological innovations, the country continues to struggle with its
territory size limitations. As the examples listed for both countries are locally
oriented, the angle of grassroots communities is essential when concretizing
national agendas. To conclude, I would like to state two main policy
recommendations that are both relevant for Singapore and the Philippines.
First, the creation and implementation of sustainable policies should be evidenced
by a clear connection to the current issues. The policies should be grounded on
the differences in innovative potentials of countries in terms of industrial and
technological specializations (Hansen & Coenen, 2014). With a strong recognition
of the present landscape, the process of crafting policies will be appropriately
directed toward the most suitable solutions. Second, allocate ample support to
local actors and grassroots communities, utilizing modern tools and channels.
People belonging to these groups are not only equipped with practical viewpoints
but are also well-versed to determine what works and what does not. The
investments in local talents and capital will not only better the lives of most
people but will also help in executing equitable sustainability measures. As
observed in more successful transition pathways, the role of political actors is
significant in the process of achieving sustainability transition (Bai et al., 2010).
With the impact and extensiveness of sustainability challenges these two
countries are confronting today, sustainability transition makes greater relevance
and should be included in national priorities.
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